THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE
place, by holding the balance between the two traditional English
parties, which had been loosely organized and which only vaguely
represented varying tendencies in the English governing class, a
third, Irish, party found itself able to direct that play of majorities
which tradition had made sacred at Westminster, As a result
the part}7 system, which had been an elastic thing, full of the
aristocratic spirit, became infected with a mechanical discipline.
Individual voting, which had been independent, speaking and
debate which had used argument and persuasion, both became
negligible; discussions lost their vitality, and at last the inde-
pendent Member of Parliament came to be regarded as a sort of
grotesque exception.
This alone might have destroyed the ancient character of the
House of Commons, but the second effect produced by the Irish
Party went far deeper. That party invented a tactic of deliberate
obstruction, with the object of rendering all Parliamentary
government impossible unless its demand for national inde-
pendence were granted. To do this was to strike at the heart
of the Parliamentary system. That system was compelled to
defend itself, and could only do so by making new rules for its
debates; in the place of the old freedom of discussion and the
old full thrashing out of arguments there was substituted a
limitation of time, the closure; and with these came the inevit-
able* tendency—not only in men occupying Government places,
but still more in their permanent officials—to take advantage of
the absence of real debate, so that the great mass even of the
most important points were never really discussed at all. On
the rare occasions when real issues were partially discussed they
were no longer voted upon with freedom but as by machinery.
Under such conditions Parliament necessarily lost its old
meaning. The House of Commons could still at moments voice
an overwhelming public feeling on some simple point. A general
election could still (though rarely) indicate the trend of public
opinion. But as a political organ life has gone out of the
House of Commons. The institution, as a seat of government,
is dead. Its death lies at the door of the Irish: of the Irish as
they became after the Great Famine had done its work upon
the Irish soul.
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